
Chapter 2

SEXOLOGY AND THE SINGLE WOMAN

�

Old maids have a long history. Prior to the late nineteenth century, condemna-
tions of single women were based upon a simple premise: unwed women threat-
ened the prevailing economic and social order. Indeed, fear of the unattached 
woman as a destabilizing force had contributed to the condemnation of widows 
during the witch craze of early modern Europe. By the turn of the twentieth cen-
tury, as educational and professional opportunities became more accessible for 
middle-class single women, one might have been able to hope for the eradication 
of discrimination against the unwed. Yet a 1911 essay asserted otherwise: “Th e 
old maid, that brutal social malformation, was about to disappear … but sud-
denly in the last few years, she has emerged again.”1 

A review of sexual scholarship indicates that representations of the alte Jungfer 
(old maid) took on new characteristics just when one might have expected the 
hackneyed stereotype to fade away. Th e emerging fi eld of Sexualwissenschaft (sex-
ology) at the turn-of-the-century off ered fresh insights into the category of old 
maidenhood by openly discussing female sexuality and affi  rming the existence 
and importance of the female sex drive. Sexual scientists off ered an interpretation 
of single women supporting Michel Foucault’s contention that “the society that 
emerged in the nineteenth century—bourgeois, capitalist, or industrial society … 
set out to formulate the uniform truth of sex … as if it was essential that sex be 
inscribed not only in an economy of pleasure but in an ordered system of knowl-
edge.”2 In pursuit of a uniform truth, scientia sexualis established controlling 
norms of sexual health and deviance. Yet, as historians Edward R. Dickinson and 
Richard Wetzell have observed regarding the historiography of German sexual-
ity, “the fi eld of sexual power/knowledge is constructed within a complex social 
environment … it is not the property of a few academically trained doctors or 
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servants.”3 Th e sexologists addressed in this chapter responded and further con-
tributed to a discourse on sexuality that refl ected contemporary concerns about 
gender roles, women’s rights, separate spheres, and the meaning of marriage. Th e 
surplus woman stood at the nexus of those anxieties. Sexological examination of 
the female unwed rendered readings that were embedded in an era of cultural 
and social apprehension, even as they attempted to create a modern, scientifi c 
understanding of womanhood.

Richard Kraff t-Ebing, the Viennese neurologist who pioneered Central Euro-
pean sexology,4 established in the late nineteenth century the paradigmatic view 
of sexologists on single marital status: “Mental illness is much more frequent 
among the single than among the married, a fact that … is explained in that the 
ages of the single are more strongly represented in the population which exhibits 
a greater predisposition to illness … [and] that the more hygienic conditions of 
married life and regular sexual intercourse have prophylactic eff ects.”5 Th e greater 
likelihood of mental illness befalling the unwed, combined with the belief that 
women in general exhibited “a greater disposition to mental illness than men,” 
meant a much higher likelihood of instability among single women: “If the fe-
male must bear alone the struggle for existence—as in the case of widows—then 
she succumbs more easily and rapidly than the man.” Beyond the psychic stress of 
solitary life, unmarried women suff ered due to celibacy: “Th e female, by nature 
as much in need of sex as the man, at least in the ideal sense, knows no other 
respectable satisfaction of this need than marriage … Th rough countless genera-
tions, her character is developed in this direction.” Th us, Kraff t-Ebing and the 
generation of sexologists that followed him viewed the female surplus as a serious 
threat to female mental health: “Modern life with its increasing demands off ers 
ever fewer prospects of fulfi llment in marriage. Th is is especially true for the 
higher classes, in which marriages take place later and more seldomly.”6

Bourgeois surplus women emerged as objects of case studies among the early 
sexologists of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Kraff t-Ebing de-
scribed the female proclivity toward mental illness in contrast to men:

As the stronger, through their greater intellectual and physical strength and their free so-

cial position, men can procure for themselves sexual satisfaction without trouble or can 

easily fi nd an equivalent in a vocation which calls for their entire energy. But these paths 

are closed to the single females of the better classes. Th is initially leads to conscious or 

unconscious dissatisfactions with themselves and the world, to abnormal brooding. For 

some time, many sought a surrogate in religion, but in vain. Religious zeal, with or without 

masturbation, has brought forth a host of neuropathies, among which hysteria and men-

tal illness are not infrequent. Only realize the fact that the greatest frequency of insanity 

among single females occurs in the time of the 25th to the 35th years of life, the time where 

the prime of life disappears and life’s hopes along with it.7

Naturally inferior to men, weakened by forsaken dreams, and sickened by sexual 
abstinence, single women occupied a precarious realm of mental health. Elite 
social status further imperiled them and the historical sanctuary of religious faith 
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could well make them even more ill. Th e female surplus thus provided fertile 
cases of dysfunction for the emerging fi eld of sexual science to examine. Th e Kai-
serreich bore witness to the reinvention of the alte Jungfer as new deviant.8

Lapdogs and Libidos

Th e fi eld of Sexualwissenschaft emerged in the early twentieth century.9 Th e des-
ignation of the fi eld marked a culmination of important work on the subject of 
sex, which had been conducted in the previous decades by psychologists, anthro-
pologists, and physicians. Sexologists sought both to raise the understanding of 
the importance of sex to the human condition and to make the study of sex an 
important category of scientifi c knowledge. At the same time, as historian Harry 
Oosterhuis has argued, “nineteenth-century medical interest in sexuality was dic-
tated by wider social anxieties.”10 Debate surrounding women’s rights informed 
the ways in which sexual scientists approached female sexuality in general as well 
as the sexuality of unwed females in particular. An examination of the work of 
Central European sexologists, including Iwan Bloch, August Forel, Sigmund 
Freud, Magnus Hirschfeld, Richard von Kraff t-Ebing, Max Marcuse, Hermann 
Ploss, Hermann Rohleder, Wilhelm Stekel, and Otto Weininger, demonstrates 
that the stereotype of the alte Jungfer received new vigor as unmarried women 
came under the lens of sexual science.11 

While scientifi c examination of sexuality was relatively new, conjecture about 
the single woman’s sensual life was not. Th e mockery that pervaded cultural de-
pictions of unwed women also penetrated discussions about the alte Jungfer as 
sexually abnormal. Th e keystone of such lampooning was the alleged attachment 
of the spinster to her pets. Th e association of unmarried women and animals 
has an extensive history and was a central feature of the persecution of women 
as witches.12 Most turn-of-the-century accounts did not exhibit such a diaboli-
cal component; in fact, many justifi ed the perceived aff ection of old maids for 
animals as a consequence of their lonely lives. Amalie Baisch’s advice book for 
maturing girls observed that most unwed women were “too proud to admit their 
unsatisfying existence and as a result take on a more and more unpleasant life of 
ambiguity. Everything good, loving, and heartfelt that remains in them is mainly 
wasted on dogs, cats, parrots, other pets; in such a way they resign themselves to 
a bad situation and add to it the horrible reward of ridiculousness.”13 Another 
account featured the loyal poodle and canary as the only friends an old maid 
ultimately could trust in a monotonous life.14 

In his extensive biological and anthropological study of women, physician 
and ethnologist Hermann Heinrich Ploss implied a deeper relationship between 
single woman and household pet:

She is left with nothing to hope for and remains yet again excluded by the unfeeling male 

world … Th us [she] retires into herself. She has only one who belongs to her heart, who 
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endures all of her moods, in whose devotedly silent bosom she can pour all of her life’s 

sorrow and grief, and who, in the same way that the hostile world stands opposed to her, 

stands by her: that is her loyal roommate and bedmate: her lapdog. With him the withered 

rose sits desolately behind the ivy trellis that adorns her window and remembers with quiet 

wistfulness the days when she was still a fresh bud.15 

Th e lapdog is the most familiar symbol in the iconography of the alte Jungfer. In 
cartoons parodying single women, the dog is a mainstay. Ploss’ rendition of this 
well-known image was made vivid by the physical yearning latent in the descrip-
tion. Th e male world and all of its comforts have rejected her. Seeking relief, she 
comforts herself in the dog’s bosom, sharing her life and even—especially—her 
bed. 

Ploss hinted at bestiality; sexologists would be more explicit. Kraff t-Ebing 
succinctly noted in Psychopathia Sexualis that, “Th e intercourse of females with 
beasts is limited to dogs.”16 In 1908, Iwan Bloch provided the following descrip-
tion of female bestiality:

Th e peculiar zoöphily of many city women … is due not to any diseased predisposition but 

to the infl uences of continued intimate association with the animal. Th e role which dogs 

have always played in this connection is well known, not less known is the fact that they 

are trained by women to carry out the most perverse practices … [It has been reported] 

that women train dogs, cats, and at times even monkeys genitalia lambere by smearing 

these parts with honey or putting sugar in them … Th e “lap dog” is [not] the consoler 

only of old maids yearning for love; it is to be found at least as frequently in the possession 

of married women, to whom the pleasures of normal sexual gratifi cation are by no means 

unknown.17

Th is characterization of the literal love between females and pets made three 
signifi cant assumptions. First, Bloch situated the phenomenon among urban 
women, adding perverse particulars to fears about the proliferation of unwed 
women in cities. Second, Bloch took for granted that his audience had an inkling 
of his subject and thus relied on standing presumptions about women and their 
pets. Th ird, Bloch paused to establish the fact that married women joined and 
perhaps even exceeded single women in this base means of gratifi cation. Yet the 
very need for such a clarifi cation reveals the extent to which Bloch’s discussion 
was founded upon conventional stereotypes of the old maid. Bloch off ered no 
case studies to support his assertions. Instead, his fi ndings regarding female besti-
ality were based upon the perception of shared assumptions about unwed women 
and their associated perversities.

Old maids preceded sexology. Indeed, the iconography of the antiquated spin-
ster provided a wealth of traditional views for sexologists to examine. Some sex-
ologists were more sympathetic than Bloch in regard to pets; August Forel saw 
the problem as being more psychological than physical: “Having lost [out on] 
love, all her mental power shrinks up. Her cat, her little dog, and the daily care 
of her person and small household occupy her whole mind. It is not surprising 
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that such persons generally create a pitiable and ridiculous impression.”18 But 
whether one explained the unnatural attachment in Forel’s compassionate terms 
or demonstrated the debauchery in Bloch’s dreadful detail, the paradigm of the 
odd and perhaps dangerous old maid remained. Th e topic of bestiality provided 
a conventional and simultaneously shocking means for sexologists to commence 
their consideration of surplus women as sexually abnormal.

Turn-of-the-century scientists sought to verify the existence of the old maid as 
well as to defi ne her pathology. Max Marcuse took an interdisciplinary approach, 
observing that “the alte Jungfer [is] an anthropologically well-defi ned type to be 
regarded solely as the outcome of sexual abstinence and whose pathological char-
acteristics quickly would be eliminated if regular sexual intercourse took place”; 
moreover, the work of neurologists, sexologists, and gynecologists “confi rm that 
this alte Jungfer is not … simply a product of indolence and lack of responsibil-
ity.”19 Another account placed the onset of old maidenhood in the mid twen-
ties: “this seems to be the critical age [when young women] fall physically and 
mentally ill due to half-unconscious sexual arousal and the frustrated yearning 
for love and motherhood: mild mental disturbances with erotic overtones, sexual 
visions, fantasies and hallucinations emerge.”20 Th e unspent potential for sexual 
activity, romance, and reproduction dominated such classifi cations of the alte 
Jungfern. 

Ultimately, the scientifi c essence of the old maid could be verifi ed only in 
the physical realm. If a woman did not meet her natural, biological calling, she 
joined the ranks of a group that was alternatively vilifi ed, satirized, and pitied. 
Th e physician Julius Weiss argued that the phrase alte Jungfer could only be de-
fi ned in sexual terms: “Alte Jungfer—the concept really must be more distinctly 
expressed … Th e virgin is old if she comes to the thirtieth year and she has a 
right to the designation ‘alte Jungfer’ as long as her sexual maturity lasts, as long 
as she ovulates and can become a birth mother, as long as she menstruates.”21 Th e 
old virgin—the basic essence of the alte Jungfer—merited the status of maiden 
only as long as she was capable of reproduction. According to Weiss, once she 
passed through menopause, the sexual nature of the female was defunct and the 
status of her virginity was no longer relevant. Th e potential for sexual activity 
and reproduction thus dominated any classifi cation of old maidenhood. Th e fact 
that unmarried females might also be sexually active did not enter Weiss’ discus-
sion—further securing the image of unwed women as unsexed.

Iwan Bloch agreed that fertility was the kernel of female sexuality; it followed 
that sexually inactive single women necessarily fell outside of the norm. A mem-
ber of the Bund für Mutterschutz (BfM; Federation for the Protection of Moth-
ers),22 Bloch believed that women were more organically sexual than men due to 
their reproductive capacity. In Th e Sexual Life of our Time (1907), Bloch cited a 
passage from a contemporary novel in describing the sexual nature of women:

Women are in fact pure sex from knees to neck. We men have concentrated our apparatus 
in a single place … Th ey are sexual surface, we have only sexual arrow. Procreation is their 
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proper element, and when they are engaged in it they remain at home in their own sphere 

… We may devote to the matter barely ten minutes; women give as many months … Th ey 

procreate unceasingly, they stand continually at the witches’ cauldron, boiling and brewing; 

while we lend a hand merely in passing, and do no more than throw one or two fragments 

into the vessel.23 

Eminently sexual, the woman also was utterly dependent on a partner, if only for 
those few indispensable minutes. Bloch’s accounts of female sexuality had women 
immersed in sex and enjoying it too,24 but their particular biology nonetheless 
served to defi ne them—indeed, from knees to neck. Th is remarkable passage at 
once frees women from the confi nes of bourgeois morality by celebrating their 
sexual selves, yet at the same time it reinvigorates the reproductive and domestic 
spheres by affi  rming them as the essential female haven. 

August Forel also cited procreative drive as the sexual essence of the female:

Th e unsatiated desires of the normal woman are less inclined toward coitus than toward 

the assemblage of consequences of this act … When the sight of a certain man awakes in a 

young girl sympathetic desires … she aspires to procreate children with this man only, to 

give herself to him as a slave, to receive his caresses, to be loved by him only, that he may 

become both the support and master of her whole life. It is a question of … a powerful 

desire to become a mother and enjoy domestic comfort, to realize a poetic and chivalrous 

ideal in man, to gratify a general sensual need distributed over the whole body and in no 

way concentrated in the sexual organs or in the desire for coitus.25 

Forel’s females needed to have sex not in order to satisfy libidinous desires, but 
rather to achieve their true calling. Th at the calling was rooted in biology more 
than religion or civics did not change the fact that the female nature placed 
women in essentially the same role as church and state had assigned to them for 
centuries. Such views echoed traditional morality in asserting the inviolability of 
motherhood as the female Beruf (vocation, calling). Sexology made the calling 
more vital and earthy, less spiritual and transcendent. But the childless, unat-
tached, and unsexed woman remained superfl uous.

 Sex and the Single Woman

But was she truly unsexed? If procreation was the root of the female, celibacy was 
the spoiler. At least one sexologist argued that true sexual abstention was impos-
sible. Hermann Rohleder asserted that, “the sex drive is a natural occurrence. 
Abstinence is the opposite … Everyone must know that perpetual abstinence 
is unnatural and that there is no such thing and there can be no such thing.”26 
Forel, too, assailed celibacy: “Without love woman abjures her nature and ceases 
to be normal … Still more than men [old maids] have need of compensation 
for sexual love, to avoid losing their natural qualities and becoming dried-up 
beings or useless egoists.”27 Science off ered an important inversion of cause and 
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eff ect: instead of old maids resulting from inadequate sex appeal, insuffi  cient (or 
non-existent) sex created old maids. Sexology thus challenged the many marriage 
manuals that exhorted maturing girls to become beautiful and deferential spousal 
candidates or instead face the specter of old maidenhood.28 Still, the cause did 
not matter much if you were a single woman suff ering the eff ects. And the eff ects, 
as described by sexologists, were dire. For if the sex drive was natural and absti-
nence debilitating (if not impossible), what happened to one who was denied 
monogamous heterosexuality and had no partiality for pets? Turn-of-the-century 
sexologists off ered three answers: as a sexual anaesthetic, the single woman suf-
fered from the ravages of repression; as a sexual hyperaesthetic, she was either 
sexually promiscuous or a rampant masturbator; or as a homosexual, she sought 
fulfi llment with other women.29

Sexual Anaesthesia 
Wilhelm Stekel saw the alte Jungfer as the embodiment of sexual stagnation: “We 
need only cast one look at the abstinent, dried up, soured old maid and then at 
the joyous, blooming woman of the same age who enjoys the fruits of love to be 
convinced of the great value of properly indulging the normal sexual function.”30 
Celibate female bodies could cease to function in a feminine way: “among women 
who very seldomly”—or never?—“have had sexual satisfaction granted to them, 
there is frequently an extraordinary scarcity of menstruation.”31 Julius Weiss cited 
the old maid’s body as evidence of abstention: “Th e unmarried girl who goes 
without sexual relations for her entire life ages earlier than the woman who is 
once, twice, or thrice married, bears a number of children, raises them and does 
all the work of a mother and wife. If exhausting demands are not made, the sex 
life in certain ways has a rejuvenating infl uence on the female.”32 Assuming that 
such a prolifi c mother survived multiple births (an increasing likelihood at the 
turn of the twentieth century), it followed that sexually active women enjoyed 
better health than the celibate. An editorial in the journal Sexual-Probleme com-
pared the vibrant sexuality of ardent young women with their vacant counter-
parts: “girls who have a naturally fi ery temperament … feel the awakening of the 
sex drive earlier and stronger than phlegmatic grown Jungfrauen separated from 
the world of men.”33 

Iwan Bloch lamented the fate of those women who stood outside of matri-
mony and thus, regrettably, renounced the joys of sexuality: “How was it possible 
that to hundreds and thousands the simple right to love was refused, so that they 
were condemned to a joyless existence, in which all the beautiful blossoms of life 
withered away?”34 His 1907 foray into the language of fl ora provided interesting 
similitude to an anonymous author who described more than fi fty years earlier 
the bereavement of life without marriage: “As the natural form becomes stunted 
when it is … hindered from its normal growth, so the spiritual life will also be 
marred by deformity if it cannot develop naturally. Th e solitary alte Jungfrau 
does not stand in the blessed ground in which the female nature carries its most 
beautiful bloom; is it not natural that she withers?”35 
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According to Sigmund Freud, modern culture created the conditions for such 
withering: “Under the domination of a civilized sexual morality the health and 
effi  ciency of single individuals may be liable to impairment.”36 Th e early Freud-
ian writings on sexuality had enormous infl uence on the ways in which Sexual-
wissenschaftler assessed the female experience of nervous illnesses.37 In an 1895 
text on anxiety neurosis, Freud asserted that the condition “also occurs in widows 
and intentionally abstinent women, not seldom in a typical combination with 
obsessional ideas.”38 Intentional repression intensifi ed the struggle initiated by 
developmental repression; in the Freudian worldview, the abstinent woman was 
custom-made for anxiety neurosis, or—worse yet—hysteria. 39 

Th e view of hysteria as rooted in the female body clearly is not unique to this 
era—the etymology reveals as much. But central European sexologists brought 
academic authentication to the category of hysteria by developing an association 
between hysterics and case studies of sexual repression. Historian of psychiatry 
Franziska Lamott has summarized the turn-of-the-century view of hysteria as one 
in which “frigidity is the hallmark of the violation of the boundaries of female nor-
mality. It is the sign of a pathology and represents the inversion of ideal feminin-
ity: the Non-Mother—the Hysteric.”40 Th e pathology of hysteria emerged from a 
scientifi c framework, but the oddball status of the hysteric remained unchanged. 
Sexology provided a new causality for the centuries-old status of outcast. Early 
in his work on sexuality, Freud declared its centrality to the diagnosis of hysteria: 
“Whatever case and whatever symptom we take as our point of departure, in the 
end we infallibly come to the fi eld of sexual experience. So here for the fi rst time we 
seem to have discovered an aetiological precondition for hysterical symptoms.”41 

Th e sexological argument went like this: without the opportunity to follow a 
more ‘natural’ life course of marriage, sex, and children, the unmarried woman 
repressed her urges in a noxious mix of tedium and chastity: “Th e monotony 
of daily life seems to us to be the real enemy of bachelors and alten Jungfern. It 
manifests itself into an overwhelming awareness of one’s own person and one’s 
petty concerns, which leads to hypochondria and hysteria.”42 Wilhelm Stekel 
provided the link between celibacy and hysteric behavior: “In consequence of the 
renunciation of sexual delights [girls] lose the ability to love. Disgust, modesty, 
and bashfulness have done away with desire … Sexual yearnings and sexual in-
hibitions are in confl ict with one another and the result is a more or less severe 
hysteria.”43 

Austrian philosopher Otto Weininger shared the view that hysteria was brought 
about mainly by a woman’s inability to admit to herself the reality of sexual de-
sire latent within. In his disturbing yet nonetheless infl uential Sex and Character 
(1903),44 Weininger criticized Josef Breuer and Sigmund Freud’s 1895 Studies on 
Hysteria for presenting “hysterics in particular as eminently moral individuals. All 
that hysterics have done is to allow morality, which was originally alien to them, 
to take them over from outside more completely than other people.”45 Hysterical 
fi ts resulted when “sexual desire threatens to prevail against the seeming restraint 
… Th eir reaction is always their last untruthful defense against the tremendous 
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eruption of their own constitution: the attitudes passionelles of hysterical women 
are nothing but this demonstrative rejection of the sexual act.”46 While he did 
not link hysteria specifi cally to a woman’s marital status, Weininger’s typology 
of hysterics connoted singlehood through the well-worn stereotypes of the maid 
and the shrew. Historian Chandak Sengoopta interprets Weininger’s use of the 
dyad in the following manner: “Th e hysterical woman belonged to the psycho-
logical type ‘Maid.’ She was born, not made … Th e Maid was opposed to the 
Shrew, who represented the type of woman least susceptible to hysteria. Th e 
Shrew vented her wrath (deriving from lack of sexual satisfaction) on others; the 
Maid vented it on herself.”47 Desire—or more precisely, fear of desire—impelled 
the mind of the Maid toward hysterical disturbances. 

Freud also tapped into this fear of desire in the case history of Katharina, a 
“rather sulky-looking girl of perhaps eighteen.”48 While hiking in the Alps, Freud 
met a girl who complained of a nervous affl  iction. Since he could not conduct 
a full psychotherapeutic investigation while in the midst of his trek, Freud was 
forced to try “a lucky guess. I had found often enough that in girls anxiety was a 
consequence of the horror by which a virginal mind is overcome when it is faced 
for the fi rst time with the world of sexuality.”49 Freud termed this condition as 
‘virginal anxiety’: “Th e anxiety from which Katharina suff ered in her attacks was a 
hysterical one … a mere suspicion of sexual relations calls up the aff ect of anxiety 
in virginal individuals.”50 Freudian thought held that sexual apprehension could 
bring forth hysterical illness and frigidity among both girls and women.

Johannes Rutgers, a Dutch birth control pioneer, elicited the aura of Altjung-
fertum in describing the symptoms of his hysterical patients: “Th e absent sexual 
life reveals itself even more in the vascular system … Th e blood, which in this 
period of life should be actively stimulating the reproductive organs, obviously 
takes an inverted turn in the case of abstinence! ... Muscle tone can become fl ac-
cid; the lymphatic circulation can become inertial. Th e clinical case will emerge 
as indolent, lymphatic, even scrofulous.”51 Th e blood betrays the maiden; the 
body becomes barren. Neither child nor bride, this woman is destined to be a 
specimen. Rutgers saw her as an all too familiar character: “Who does not know 
a host of these ‘suchenden Seelen [searching souls]’? Th e more normal or elevated 
a person’s disposition, all the more has she the desire and the need for love in its 
fullest fruition.”52 Hysteria emerged from an empty and asexual life, conditions 
sexologists widely ascribed to unmarried women, especially those of the middle- 
and upper-classes.53 

Freud presented just such an elevated disposition in reporting the case history 
of 24-year-old Fräulein Elisabeth von R. One of fi ve cases in Freud and Breuer’s 
Studies on Hysteria, this text off ers a fi ne demonstration of the sexological link 
between marital status and hysteria. Freud described Elisabeth as exhibiting great 
giftedness and ambition, traits he recognized among many hysterics.54 Her posi-
tive nature belied her physical affl  ictions: “She seemed intelligent and mentally 
normal and bore her troubles … with a cheerful air—the belle indiff erence of 
a hysteric.”55 In noting such belle indiff erence, even as he attempted to provide 
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a modern and scientifi c understanding of hysteria, Freud affi  rmed his readers’ 
prejudices regarding the nature of the condition and in so doing revealed his own 
as well.56

Freud’s patient had a troubled history: in the space of just a few years, Elisa-
beth had nursed her beloved father through an ultimately fatal illness; her mother 
subsequently fell ill; Elisabeth’s own health problems soon followed; her married 
sister then died after giving birth to her second child; and family tensions arose 
among the survivors of these tragic events.57 An unhappy story, indeed—but 
how did this chain of misfortune lead to hysterical pain? Freud diagnosed the 
conversion as involving several factors: the worry produced through prolonged 
sick-nursing,58 the confusion stimulated by Elisabeth’s emerging sexuality,59 and 
the anxiety created over the uncertainty of her future.60 Myriad elements charac-
terized Elisabeth’s case, yet neither grief over her father’s declining health, wist-
fulness for her fl eeting youth, nor the frustrated misery of being unable to fall 
in carefree love were factors that emerged as most critical in Freud’s evaluation. 
Instead, sex formed the centerpiece of this single woman’s story, as inhibited 
sexual desire was the Freudian path toward affl  iction. 

Th warted love persecuted Elisabeth. After months of therapy, Freud realized a 
startling fact: his patient was in love with her dead sister’s husband, and had been 
so long before her sister had passed away. Th e “psychical excitations” occasioned 
by her attraction to her brother-in-law and the extraordinary reservoir of will that 
enabled Elisabeth to “fend them off ” created a mental strain her body could not 
bear.61 Th ese excitations were caused neither by the impossibility of her aff ection-
ate inclination nor by the pure horror at the fl eeting thought inspired by viewing 
her sister’s deathbed—“Now he is free again and I can be his wife!”62 Sexual at-
traction prevailed: “A circle of ideas of an erotic kind … came into confl ict with 
all her moral ideas … Th e coldness of her nature began to yield and she admitted 
to herself her need for a man’s love. During the several weeks which she passed in 
his company … her erotic feelings as well as her pains reached their full height.”63 
Sexual desire and hysterical pain went hand-in-hand. Of course, the extreme cir-
cumstances of Elisabeth’s case served as signifi cant contributing factors to her pa-
thology. But the Freudian diagnosis of hysteria mandated the existence of sexual 
repression; other circumstances were merely predispositional. 

Yet not even erotic ideas could explain the particular physical manifestation 
of Elisabeth’s hysteria. When she could no longer fend off  the excitations created 
by sexual desire, she experienced such severe leg pain that, at times, she could not 
walk. Why? One factor was the fact that while nursing her father, Elisabeth’s legs 
touched those of the ill man’s, forming “an artifi cial hysterogenic zone.”64 Th is 
precipitating event was intensifi ed by the great mental strain caused by Elisabeth’s 
uncertainty and anxiety over her future; as Elisabeth moved out of girlhood, she 
was “overcome by a sense of her weakness as a woman and by a longing for love in 
which, to quote her own words, her frozen nature began to melt.”65 After a walk 
with her brother-in-law during a period of self-doubt, Elisabeth again experi-
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enced excruciating leg pains. In hearing of this episode, Freud began to divine an 
answer to the question occasioned by the peculiar location of her pain: Elisabeth 
was loathe to become an alleinstehende Frau—a woman standing alone. 

Fear of never marrying helped to make Elisabeth hysterical. Th e means of this 
process was a mechanism Freud termed ‘symbolization’: “She found … a somatic 
expression for her lack of an independent position and her inability to make any 
alteration in her circumstances … such phrases as ‘not being able to take a single 
step forward’, ‘not having anything to lean upon’, served as the bridge for this 
fresh act of conversion.”66 Elisabeth had told Freud as much during a therapeutic 
session: “Th e patient ended her description of a whole series of episodes by com-
plaining that they had made the fact of her ‘standing alone’ painful to her.” Freud 
observed that, “I could not help thinking that the patient had done nothing more 
nor less than look for a symbolic expression of her painful thoughts and that she 
had found it in the intensifi cation of her suff erings.67 He did not consider the fact 
that marriage itself off ered little promise to Elisabeth, a woman who had watched 
her sister be destroyed by its fruits.68 Freudian diagnosis settled on a view of Elisa-
beth as frozen in time—her family ill and dying, her prospects for love obstructed 
by the most diffi  cult circumstances, and her former self-assurance fading. It is no 
wonder that her body should freeze as well, her legs unable to take a step and no 
support to prop her up. How could she possibly stand alone? 

Freud’s assessment of this case foreshadowed his 1905 Fragment of a Case of 
Hysteria, the case history of Dora. Th e symbiotic relationship between Freud’s 
female patients and the Freudian theory of hysteria has been described by literary 
scholar Evelyne Ender as a dynamic in which the patient “‘produces’ in her hyste-
ria that which needs to be brought to consciousness and which stands in the place 
of consciousness. Th e spoils will be his, just as this knowledge extracted from her 
will constitute the foundation of his science of the mind,” resulting in a “simulta-
neous valorization and negation of the woman’s experience.”69 Elisabeth’s marital 
status was central to Freud’s diagnosis, yet any autonomy she may have had in 
choosing this path was nullifi ed by the psychotherapist’s account that left her 
entirely a passive victim to both her singleness and her sexual anxiety. Much like 
the later case of Dora, Freud’s own personhood is omnipresent in the hysterical 
narrative.70 A modern psychoanalytical appraisal of the case of Elisabeth von R. 
has described the interaction of doctor and patient as “more like unfeeling inter-
rogations or … effi  cient paternalistic forms of taking control.”71 Th e paternalistic 
formulation of Elisabeth’s narrative manifests itself in the supererogatory role 
of the deceased father in the case history, while the living mother exists as only 
a pale presence.72 Father, fi rst love, and brother-in-law acted upon Elisabeth’s 
weak psyche (despite her sharp intellect) to form her hysteria. Only a male hero, 
equipped with the valiant weapons of science, could rescue Elisabeth and provide 
her with the strength to stand. 

In a feminist analysis of Freud’s case studies, Susan Katz has argued that when 
Freud “drew on traditional narrative forms, particularly the nineteenth-century 
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novel, in shaping the lives and case histories of his women patients, Freud per-
petuated the belief in marriage as a standard for mental health.” Central to the 
literary typologies Freud inherited was “an equation of marriage with health, and, 
conversely, spinsterhood with illness.”73 Such a narrative insisted that a spinster 
could only enjoy mental health if she “learn[ed] her place.”74 Mental instability 
emerged when a single woman struggled with her social status. Th e illness of 
Elisabeth von R., “Freud implies, is brought on by her grandiose ambition to 
master her situation single-handedly.”75 Indeed, Freud asserted that he was able 
to cure Elisabeth von R. by his revolutionary method of cathartic therapy;76 a few 
years later, “by her own inclination, she … married someone unknown to me.”77 
Th ese nuptials provided for Freud with both literary closure and therapeutic suc-
cess, for “marriage indicates mental recovery.”78 

But not all hysterics and neurasthenics would marry. And not all sexologists, 
doctors, and psychologists of the early twentieth century shared Freud’s opinion 
of the giftedness exhibited by hysterics. But many, eventually most, did adopt his 
unshakeable conviction as to the centrality of sex to mental health. Freud wrote 
in 1905 that, “Anyone who knows how to interpret the language of hysteria will 
recognize that the neurosis is concerned only with the patient’s repressed sexual-
ity.”79 In the eyes of Freud and most other sexologists, single women became a 
scientifi cally problematic category due to the ravages of sexual repression and 
anxiety about ‘standing alone.’ Socially aberrant and sometimes hysterical, the re-
pressed old maid remained a conspicuous character in imperial German society; 
Sexualwissenschaft added darker contours to the picture of her existence.

Sexual Hyperaesthesia 
Imagine the options confronted by a middle-class, unmarried young woman at 
the dawn of the twentieth century. Science had revealed that she possessed an in-
nate and scientifi cally validated sexual drive, the repression of which might lead 
to hysteria or at the very least an embittered fate. Erich Lilienthal, a turn-of-the-
century novelist and one of the most scathing observers of Altjungfertum, off ered 
this summary of the eff ects of life without sex: “Th e eternally barren … give away 
nothing of their worm-eaten treasures, their thin, wilted lips pointed at constant 
vigilance, fearful, petty weighing and haggling … Th ey do not become old and 
gray and silent, they do not become benevolent and understanding, they … talk 
and agitate with their bitter sophisms and [they] accomplish nothing at all. Th ey 
are completely useless.”80 Anticipating such a fate, replete with “thin, wilted lips,” 
a rational woman might elect other options. Free love was one of them.

Or at least this was the dread of many contemporary observers who feared the 
damage that could be wrought upon society by sexually active single women. Th e 
claims of sexology fueled this type of anxiety. August Forel observed that, “it is 
a real pity to see so many healthy, active and intelligent girls become old maids, 
simply because they have no money and do not wish to throw themselves at the 
fi rst scamp who comes.” His solution? “A little free polygamy.” 81 Iwan Bloch and 
the BfM also proposed that the sexual and cultural landscape could be trans-
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formed by responsible and committed relationships outside of marriage.82 Bloch 
believed that the epoch of the old maid would only end when the contours of 
marriage were changed. He condemned:

Th e heartlessness … of modern European society, which simultaneously makes fun of the 

“old maid” and condemns the unmarried mother to infamy. Th is double-faced, putrescent 

“morality” is profoundly immoral, it is radically evil. It is moral and good to contest it with 

all our energy … Let us make a clearance of this medieval bugbear of coercive marriage 

morality, which is a dis grace in respect of our state of civilization … Two million women 

in a condition of compulsory celibacy and coercive marriage morality. It is merely necessary 

to place these two facts side by side, in order to display before our eyes the complete ethical 

bankruptcy of our time in the province of sexual morality.83

Bloch proposed instead that all adults should counter “putrescent morality” by 
fi nding and enjoying love, companionship, and sex. Wilhelm Stekel used the ex-
ample of prostitution to make the case for active female sexuality: “Love, regular 
sexual intercourse … keep ‘immoral’ women fresh and healthy.”84 Stekel’s argu-
ment did not facilitate unambiguously the cause of sexual reform. Based upon 
weak substantiation, Stekel’s position that “compulsory abstinence is more injuri-
ous than immoderate indulgence”85 might justifi ably have raised queries of just 
what types of indulgence, and at how immoderate a rate? 

 In fact, most sexual scientists placed the topic of active sexuality among the 
female unwed under the rubric of sexual dysfunction, centered on the notion of 
hyperaesthesia. Th e notion of the natural female sexual desire had problematic 
implications. As Michael Hau has argued in Th e Cult of Health and Beauty in Ger-
many, “female desires … could be the basis for the independent articulation of fe-
male interests. Furthermore, if women were capable of experiencing lust, whose 
fault was it if they did not?”86 Would they seek fulfi llment of that lust outside of 
the confi nes of marriage? Bourgeois morality held that the most frightening path 
an unmarried woman could elect was the pursuit of extramarital sexual fulfi ll-
ment. Max Marcuse used the work of British sexologist Havelock Ellis to articu-
late the nature of the threat: “A great many women who are healthy, chaste, and 
modest, feel at times such a powerful sexual desire that they can scarcely resist the 
temptation to go into the street and solicit the fi rst man they meet. Not a few such 
women, often of good breeding, do actually off er themselves to men with whom 
they may have perhaps only the slightest acquaintance.”87 Th e emphasis on good 
breeding was the great threat created by the sexually free woman—uncontrolled 
reproduction and uncertain paternity: “under the infl uence of Malthusianism, sex-
uality outside of marriage was viewed as the source of [social] depletion.”88 Fears 
regarding single women’s sexuality abounded during an age of eugenic science. 

Sexual overindulgence informed the Freudian understanding of hysteria as 
well. One of Freud’s goals in describing the pathology of the disease was to “clear 
up the enigmatic contradiction which hysteria presents, by revealing the pair of 
opposites by which it is characterized—exaggerated sexual craving and excessive 
aversion to sexuality.”89 An exaggerated sex drive among females was a perilous 
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prospect, one that could be considered dangerous if single women were the ones 
doing the craving. Freud identifi ed this link in the early sexual lives of people 
who would later be diagnosed as neurotics: “Th eir sexual life begins like that of 
perverts, and a considerable part of their childhood is occupied with perverse 
sexual activity … (usually before puberty, but now and then even long afterwards), 
and from that time onwards neurosis takes the place of perversion … We are re-
minded of the proverb ‘Junge Hure, alte Betschwester [A young whore makes an 
old nun]’, only that here youth has lasted all too short a time.”90 While Freud 
used gender-neutral language to describe the psychological evolution of these 
perverts-cum-neurotics, female deviance nonetheless was latent in the archetypal 
iconography of whore and nun. Even as he attempted to provide a scientifi c 
profi le of the female psyche, Freud relied upon well-worn images that would 
resonate to his audience. 

Hermann Rohleder ruled out extramarital sex as a source of relief for the 
unmarried woman. In a 1908 article on “Abstinentia sexualis,” Rohleder asked 
himself rhetorically, “Are the consequences of abstinence so severe ... that they 
warrant the recommendation of therapeutic extramarital intercourse among the 
unmarried? … Today I will again answer no … It is not the consequences of ab-
stinence that have led me to this, but much more important things, prevention 
of a much greater unhappiness.”91 In this diagnosis without remedy, Rohleder 
sighed at the ill fortunes of those who suff ered outside of marriage, yet the dis-
tanced air of resignation provided little alternative to a life without sexual com-
panionship—other than getting married in the fi rst place! 

Perhaps the “much greater unhappiness” Rohleder hinted at can be found in 
the work of August Forel. Forel speculated on the enormous, untapped female 
sexual appetite:

Some women … from their fi rst youth experience violent sexual desire, causing them to 

masturbate or to throw themselves onto men. Such excesses in woman take on a more 

pathological character than in man, and go under the name of nymphomania … Although 

in the normal state woman is naturally full of delicacy and sentiments of modesty, nothing 

is easier than to make these disappear completely by training her systematically to sexual 

immodesty or to prostitution. Here we observe the eff ects of the routine and suggestible 

character of feminine psychology, of the tendency of woman to become the slave of habit 

and custom.92 

Th is description of the hyperaesthetic female off ers a dichotomy: the nymphoma-
niac who is likely pathological and certainly abnormal, and the obedient woman 
who, as victim of her own malleable psyche, is led down a path of dissolution. 
Forel did not resolve this tension between nature and nurture, drawing instead a 
portrait of a creature both plagued by inherent aberrance and hoodwinked by her 
own weak character and the diabolical suggestions of others. 

Th e unwed woman was precisely the type most likely to fall into Forel’s trap. 
Because she could not exercise her natural urges, any innate perversity would 
manifest itself. In an era of such pronounced discussion of sexuality, “Th e alte 
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Jungfer in particular has become wild. Th e general pity, the general interest in 
these innocently unhappy victims of diffi  cult social circumstances has gone to the 
heads of some of them, and they now show off  everywhere in downright danger-
ous manners.”93 One case study examined the case of an unmarried hyperaes-
thetic, portraying the dangers uninhibited sexuality could create: “At eleven she 
was tempted to masturbation and always suff ered from a pathologically increased 
sex drive … at fi fteen she craved sexual intercourse, since then she has had the 
opportunity to associate sexually with a series of men, without ever having had 
sexual satisfaction … while she could procure the same for herself through mas-
turbation anytime.”94 Th is study categorized masturbation as both a form and 
a catalyst of sexual perversion, a pursuit that could stifl e other forms of sexual 
response.95 Another sexologist went so far as to claim that in the early twenti-
eth century, there existed a veritable “onanistic cult of Jungfräulichkeit [the vir-
ginal].”96 Refl ecting on this passion of the times, Max Marcuse asserted that the 
cult “applied not only to Jungfräulichkeit, but also to ascetics in general, whose 
goal ... is to declare sexual abstinence as absolutely harmless and thus presume for 
the unmarried (that is for hundreds of thousands in Germany) the requirement 
of life long abstinence.”97 Abstinence, masturbation, singleness; all were confl ated 
in an intractable cultural and psychological miasma. 

Th omas Laqueur has argued that the problematization of masturbation in the 
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries refl ected a desire to secure “new 
boundaries for heterosexuality … the solitary vice was associated … not only 
with sodomy but with every other sort of sexual and moral deviance as well.”98 
Th e “onanistic cult” of virgins off ered just such an enclave of deviance. August 
Forel believed that masturbation could actually create female aversion to mar-
riage: “Th e eff ect of sexual hyperaesthesia is to direct the appetite toward any 
object capable of satisfying it. When the other sex is wanting, masturbation is 
generally resorted to; onanism does [women] generally as much harm as men.”99 
If overindulged, the consequences could be severe: “[Some] women are driven 
to masturbation by a purely peripheral excitation; they have erotic dreams with 
venereal orgasms which torment rather than please them; but they do not fall in 
love easily, and may have diffi  culty in the choice of a husband. Th eir mind alone 
remains feminine, full of tact and delicacy in its sentiments, while their lower 
nerve centers react in a more masculine and at the same time more pathological 
manner.”100 Just as the female onanist might falter in the marriage market, the 
sexual hyperaesthetic served as a threatening presence in German society, due to 
her libidinous instincts or self-indulgent excesses. And perhaps she also risked the 
danger of developing emergent masculine characteristics—symptoms of incipi-
ent female homosexuality.

Homosexuality
Th e association of homosexuality with jungfräulich status was widespread in the 
literature of sexual scientists. In his seminal 1913 study of homosexuality, Mag-
nus Hirschfeld off ered a clear causal link between homosexuality and singlehood: 
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“Not through the unmarried status or impotency of persons does their same-sex 
orientation arise, but rather the latter is the reason for their unmarried status; 
likewise, the aversion of women to men is not the cause but rather the eff ect of 
their homosexual nature.”101 Hirschfeld suggested that a high proportion of soli-
tary women were homosexual: “Of the intact virgins over the age of thirty whom 
I had the opportunity to examine, almost without exception all were themselves 
homosexual or had homosexual husbands.”102 Another Kaiserreich-era account 
of female homosexuality suggested that good news could be found for those het-
erosexuals still hoping to marry: “Because the number of single women approxi-
mately matches that of homosexual women, the unwed states of homosexuals 
off ers to heterosexuals a greater probability of marriage.” Still, the author empha-
sized that, “it certainly should not be asserted that in this lies a universal means 
against alte Jungfernschaft.”103 While not a solution to the old maid problem, the 
contrast to Hirschfeld does raise an important question: were old maids to be 
confl ated with or distinguished from homosexuals? Since most sexologists were 
not willing to relinquish the category of the old maid, the link to homosexuality 
begged exploration.

Other commentators could or would not deal directly with the subject, only 
hinting at an unspeakable abnormality that existed among the ranks of single 
women. Julius Weiss suggested that, “Now and then one fi nds in the female sex 
an innate aversion toward the male realm. Th e physical urge remains strangely 
undeveloped. Th e cause sometimes lies in an abnormal developmental failure of 
the female sexual parts … Occasionally this aversion is based in mental causes. 
Th e clever, thinking girl sees in her environment or among her relations some 
examples of unhappy marriages, deserted brides, wives who became ill, and so 
in her youthful soul she implants a type of hate that she completely controls.”104 
Th e single woman’s essential aberrance might have stemmed from a dysfunc-
tional body or she might have consciously decided to reject marriage and men, 
thus making her a willful threat to the social order. Without explicitly identifying 
homosexuality, Weiss nonetheless asserted the deviance of such women, leaving 
the reader to conclude whether its origins were physical or mental.

Richard Kraff t-Ebing was more direct. Kraff t-Ebing enumerated what he 
believed to be the key causes of female homosexuality, including among them: 
“Constitutional hypersexuality impelling to auto-masturbation. Th is leads to 
neurasthenia and its pernicious consequences.”105 Kraff t-Ebing identifi ed the 
most extreme cases as Mannweiber, androgynous fi gures who dressed and acted 
like men.106 He described Mannweiber as aggressively homosexual and identifi ed 
their abnormality as largely resulting from environmental and biological causes. 
Th e women to whom Mannweiber were most attractive included “inmates of 
prison [and] daughters of the higher classes of society who are carefully guarded 
in their relations with men, or who are afraid of impregnation—this latter group 
is commonly seen.”107 A striking contrast between the least and most favored 
members of society! Kraff t-Ebing’s view held that these extremes characterized 
the women most likely to become homosexual. Seduced by Mannweiber, includ-
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ing “female servants, female friends with perverse sexual inclinations or female 
teachers in seminaries,” unattached women found themselves vulnerable to the 
worst kinds of dissolution.108 

Bleak fates awaited those innocent prey who succumbed to the lure of their 
pursuers. Th e trap, according to Max Marcuse, had been formed by the ravages 
of abstinence and would lead from experimentation to authentic homosexual-
ity: “Th ere are young people of both sexes, indeed up until not long ago young 
men, but in recent years also large numbers of women and girls, [who engage in 
what is] at fi rst is only a pseudo-homosexualilty, that is they are ensnared into 
homosexual activity that wears them down … then eventually becomes genuine 
homosexuality.”109 Th e perversity of female homosexuality could lead to threats 
of suicide or other dark consequences:110 “Lesbianism is often the precursor to 
sodomy and bestiality, the fornication with animals, especially with the very be-
loved lap dogs.”111 Th e specter of such desperate, yearning, and ultimately per-
verse creatures—again with their pets—pervaded the imagery of sexology. 

Th e 1909 proposal to expand German criminalization of homosexuality to in-
clude female acts demonstrates a political consequence of the mounting sexologi-
cal portrayal of female-to-female love as aberrant behavior. Th e 1909 Proposal for 
a new German Criminal Code was put forward in order to supersede the Code 
that had been in place since 1871, though the onset of World War I prevented the 
proposal from becoming law. In particular, the law would have extended the ex-
tant crim i nalization of male homosexuality (Paragraph 175) by adding Paragraph 
250, intended to criminalize female homosexual acts as well.112 In an assessment 
of feminist arguments against Paragraph 250, Tracie Matysik has noted the “dif-
fi culty of diff erentiating legally the sexual act from the social act.”113 Helene 
Stöcker worried that single women especially would suff er because of the undue 
scrutiny of lifelong friendships and living communities: “Precisely those women 
who greatly need tenderness when fate has denied them children and a husband 
wish at least to have an inner community, a common home. Th is recourse, pur-
sued for economic reasons, often also involves a common bedroom. Hundreds 
of thousands of our educated women, teachers, artists, and employees in other 
professions live calmly and peacefully with one another.”114 Such calm and peace-
ful lives were represented in the leadership of the German women’s movement 
by Helene Lange and Gertrud Bäumer as well as by Anita Augspurg and Lida 
Gustava Heymann.115 In its bourgeois orientation and its refl ection of the quiet 
despair of the surplus woman, Stöcker’s argument against §250 conveyed well 
the Frauenüberschuß and linked it to the increasing vigilance of an age of sexual 
anxiety. Scientia sexualis threatened to box the leaders of the German women’s 
movement into a dysfunctional corner. 

In a 1904 speech given to the Scientifi c Humanitarian Committee established 
by Magnus Hirschfeld, Anna Rueling addressed the theme, “What Interest does 
the Women’s Movement have in the Homosexual Question?” Rueling directly 
tied the involvement of female homosexuals in the women’s movement to the 
female surplus:
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Th e women’s movement strives for long-neglected women’s rights; it is fi ghting especially 

for the greatest possible independence for women and their legal equality with men both 

in and out of marriage. Th e latter is of particular importance, fi rst of all because of present 

economic conditions, and second, because the statistically proven surplus of women in the 

population of our country means that a large number of women simply cannot get married. 

Since only 10% of these women inherit suffi  cient means to live, the other 90% are forced 

to enter the labor market … Th e position and participation of homosexual women the 

women’s movement and the movement’s attempts to solve these problems are signifi cant 

and deserve extensive, universal attention.116 

Yet the leaders of the women’s movements did not answer Rueling’s call; in an 
era of debate regarding sexuality, their silence on the topic is noteworthy. Facing 
the sort of anti-feminist arguments asserting that, “what one generally calls the 
woman question is really only a spinster question,”117 women’s rights advocates 
were loathe to engage in a discourse that portrayed those spinsters as sexual ab-
errants. It is little wonder that, as historian Margit Göttert has argued, women 
of the Kaiserreich who lived with and loved other women “sought to factor out 
of their self-portrayal their physicality and (homo- und hetero-) sexual desires 
because, among other reasons, they feared being reduced anew to natural and 
sexual beings.”118 Sexology attempted to cast both single women and the women’s 
movement into a defensive posture of having to disprove deviance by adopting 
asexuality, its lesser sister.

Most sexological literature followed the model established by Kraff t-Ebing, 
whose work assessed homosexuality “as a pathological manifestation of the sexual 
life.”119 His paradigmatic categorization of female homosexuals was essentially 
dualistic: the biologically and sociologically determined Mannweiber along with 
their prey, the protected and cautious females of the elite classes who viewed men 
with trepidation. Such a diff erentiation both minimized the need for any serious 
consideration of female homosexuality as elected or natural while also off ering a 
simplifi ed vision of women as aggressor or dupe, active or passive.120 In the pre-
vailing representation of female homosexuality, the unmarried bürgerlich woman 
still remained a victim—if she was the seducer, she was a Mannweib and the ob-
ject of her genetic makeup or aberrant socialization; if she was the object of seduc-
tion, then she most likely had been an easy target because of previous unfortunate 
experiences with or rejections by men. Even as these women attempted escape 
through lesbian behavior, in the eyes of male observers, the realm of marriage and 
men still ruled the homosexual single woman. Her true calling remained a siren 
in the distance, forever signifying her as failure, outcast, and victim.

* * *

Th e signifi cation of the unmarried woman as a cultural pariah gained a new tone 
and a deeper urgency during the Kaiserreich. Th e new form of denigration en-
ergized prejudice against the individual single woman. Organizations either run 
by or featuring a predominance of single women also could be cast as harbors 
for the dysfunctional. Historian Leila Rupp has demonstrated that at the turn of 
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the century, “as the barriers between women’s and men’s public worlds began to 
break down … women without men—whether ‘spinsters’ or women in same-sex 
couples—came more frequently to earn the label ‘deviant’ … Th ese moves had 
consequences for the politics of women’s single-sex organizing.”121 During the 
Kaiserreich, both solitary women and the women’s movement as a whole came 
under a form of scientifi c scrutiny, an examination which judged them as cer-
tainly marginal and potentially pathological. It also attempted to tuck them safely 
away in a corner of deviance where they could not pose a threat to society.

Th e revitalized image of the alte Jungfer refl ected the ways in which Germans 
struggled to grapple with the increasing relevance of sexuality in social discourse. 
Sexualwissenschaft appropriated the archaic alte Jungfer and made her new again. 
By identifying the pitiable nature of the old maid, providing a scientifi c explana-
tion for her existence, and establishing a rich new language detailing her aber-
rance, sexologists transformed a stock character in the cultural panorama from 
caricature to deviant. As Erich Lilienthal put the resulting outcome: “Lusty old 
men have always been disgusting and many alte Jungfern have always been ven-
omous. But a not insignifi cant part of the work of sexual reformers was to sur-
mount precisely these types and dispose of them, not, however, to reveal to them 
new spheres of activity.”122 Lilienthal’s concerns centered on untapped arenas of 
licentiousness being opened to the unmarried, but far more problematic were the 
ways in which the study of sexuality provided fresh ground for condemnation 
of the unwed. Th e developing fi eld of sexual studies delivered new and varied 
verdicts on the nature of single women: many repressed, some oversexed, others 
dissolute—and, at their worst, fonts of contamination to the broader society.
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